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Objective To confirm the effects of combined upper limb robotic therapy (RT) as compared to conventional
occupational therapy (OT) in tetraplegic spinal cord injury (SCI) patients and to suggest the optimized treatment
guidelines of combined upper limb RT.
Methods After subject recruitment and screening for eligibility, the baseline evaluation for outcome measures
were performed. We evaluated the Graded and Redefined Assessment of Strength, Sensibility, and Prehension
(GRASSP), the American Spinal Injury Association upper extremity motor score, grip and pinch strength, and
the Spinal Cord Independence Measurement III (SCIM-III). In this study, the pre-tested participants were
divided randomly into the RT and OT group. The utilized interventions included combined upper limb RT using
ArmeoPower and Amadeo (RT group), or conventional OT (OT group) in addition to daily inpatient rehabilitation
program. The participants underwent 40 minutes×3 sessions×5 weeks of interventions.
Results A total of 30 tetraplegic SCI patients completed entire study program. After 5 weeks of intervention, both
groups demonstrated increases in GRASSP-strength and SCIM-III. The manual muscle test scores of elbow flexion,
elbow extension, 2-5th metacarpophalangeal extension, and SCIM-III subscores of bathing-upper, dressing-upper,
and grooming as well as the GRASSP-qualitative prehension score were noted to have been significantly increased
in the RT group as evaluated. The OT group showed improvements in the GRASSP-quantitative prehension score
and some items in grip and pinch strength. There was no significant difference between the two groups in almost
all measurements except for the SCIM-III bathing-upper subscore.
Conclusion Combined upper limb RT demonstrated beneficial effects on the upper limb motor function in
patients with tetraplegic SCI, which were comparable with conventional OT.
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INTRODUCTION
Generally speaking, the annual incidence of spinal cord
injury (SCI) ranges from 13.0 to 163.4 cases per million
people worldwide. In those cases, the most common level of injury is the cervical spine, which results in patients
being tetraplegic [1]. Most tetraplegic SCI patients have
limitations in upper limb function leading to dependency in activities of daily living (ADLs), which reduces the
quality of life in the case of tetraplegic SCI patients [2,3].
Therefore, studies have investigated the effects and feasibility of various treatment options to improve upper limb
strength and function in patients. Conventionally, with
physiotherapy, occupational therapy (OT) comprises
the main components of rehabilitative intervention. OT
includes strengthening/endurance exercises, range of
motion (ROM)/stretching exercises, and ADL training.
Occupational therapists may adopt or modify specific
contents of the therapy based on the level of injury, severity of injury, and functional expectations with the goal
of facilitating motor recovery of the upper limbs and optimizing functional independence [4,5].
Many studies on which therapy method results in the
best outcomes in patients with SCI has been undergone.
Neurological recovery in patients with central nervous
system (CNS) injury, such as SCI has been rationalized by
a theoretical background that rehabilitative therapy improves neuroplasticity of the damaged CNS [6]. Recently,
it has been reported that therapy based on the ‘motor
learning theory’ is effective for recovery of the impaired
upper limb function. With repetitive movements as close
as possible to help achieve the final goal of optimum
movement, patients can learn motor skills leading to
recovery of the CNS [7]. It has also been suggested that
repetitive and activity-based exercise can facilitate recovery after SCI by inducing practice-dependent brain and
spinal plasticity [8-10]. Therefore, repetitive, intensive,
and activity-based upper limb rehabilitative therapy can
be helpful in enhancing impaired upper limb function.
Rehabilitative robotic therapy (RT) provides repetitive
and intensive training and can improve the effectiveness
of conventional OT or physiotherapy by providing treatment in more accurate, coherent, and detailed way [11].
Various types of upper limb rehabilitative robots have
been developed and studied to confirm their feasibility
and effectiveness. Several studies involving stroke pa-
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tients have demonstrated the efficacy and feasibility of
upper limb RT [12,13]. By the same token, well-designed
randomized control trials (RCTs) with a large sample size
also showed solid evidence on the efficacy and feasibility
of upper limb RT in stroke [14,15].
Meanwhile, it is noted that studies in SCI patients were
relatively few when reviewed. Some case series and pilot
studies recently showed the feasibility and effect of upper
limb RT in SCI patients. In this sense, Zariffa et al. [16] reported a case series on the use of an upper limb rehabilitation device in 12 subacute cervical SCI patients. Cortes
et al. [17] performed a single group prospective study on
wrist-robot training in 10 adults with chronic tetraplegic
SCI. Additionally, Fitle et al. [18] reported a case series
on an upper limb robotic exoskeleton in 10 adults with
chronic incomplete SCI. However, these studies only
demonstrated the feasibility of robots as an objective
evaluation tool, rather than the viability of being used as
a treatment tool [16,19-21]. Furthermore, no study has
been shown to have compared more than two combined
robotic interventions.
In contrast to conventional OT, where therapists treat
the proximal and distal joints together, currently developed upper limb robotics focus on treating only one or
two joints. In this context, it would be more effective to
combine two robotics to treat proximal and distal part
respectively. The aim of this study was to determine the
effects of combined upper limb RT in comparison with
conventional OT in tetraplegic SCI patients as an adjunctive therapy to conventional OT. In addition, it will be
important to show preliminary data that can be helpful in
determining indications and treatment protocols of upper limb RT to maximize the advantages of the intervention in SCI patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
We recruited study subjects who were hospitalized in
the National Rehabilitation Center, Seoul, Korea from
March to December 2017.
The inclusion criteria were an age of 19 years or older,
cervical cord injury with a motor level between C2 and
C8, less than 24 months after onset, the American Spinal
Injury Association (ASIA) impairment scale (AIS) A to D,
enough cognitive ability to understand the contents of
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this study and to follow the directions of the researcher,
and patients who decided to participate voluntarily in the
study with consent of the patients themselves.
The exclusion criteria were patients with diseases causative of muscle weakness other than SCI (e.g., neuromyopathy), a scale of 3 or more on the Modified Ashworth
Scale in upper limbs, which indicated severe spasticity,
restrictions to sit on a wheelchair or a chair for 30 minutes or more, severe shoulder pain, and a limitation of
passive ROM by 50% or more of the normal range in upper limb joints.
General demographic factors of all study subjects were
collected and analyzed, which included not only AIS and
neurological level of injury, but also sex, age, and duration of injury.
Assessment
An evaluation was performed before and after intervention in all participants. The primary outcome measure
was the Graded and Redefined Assessment of Strength,
Sensibility, and Prehension (GRASSP) to confirm overall
changes of the intervened upper limb. In this respect,
the GRASSP is a valid, reliable, and responsive clinical
standardized upper limb impairment measure for acute
and chronic cervical SCI [22]. In this measure, the upper
limb function is assessed quantitatively through three
domains: strength, sensation, and prehension. Details
of the assessment tool were described in Supplementary
Table S1.
Because of its proven reliability, validity, responsiveness, and sensitivity [22,23], the GRASSP was used in
many other studies on upper limb RT in SCI patients,

[16,21,24,25] and is being implemented worldwide for
evaluating the efficacy of interventions in a number of
investigator driven studies and sponsored clinical trials,
and for predicting functional outcome in cervical SCI
[23,26,27].
The secondary outcomes measure for this study was
ASIA-upper extremity motor score (UEMS), grip and
pinch strength of the intervened upper limb, and Spinal
Cord Independence Measurement III (SCIM-III) scores.
The UEMS was scored by manual muscle test (MMT) on
elbow flexion, wrist extension, elbow extension, 3rd distal
interphalangeal flexion, and 5th finger abduction, which
are five key muscle movements in C5 to T1. Each score
was graded using the medical research council (MRC)
scale in accordance with ASIA guidelines [28]. The UEMS
of each side range from 0–25; the side with the lowest
baseline UEMS was defined as more affected. Regarding
which side to intervene, we selected the more affected
side based on initial UEMS.
A hydraulic hand dynamometer (Baseline; Fabrication Enterprises, White Plains, NY, USA) and hydraulic
pinch gauge (Baseline; Fabrication Enterprises) were
used to measure the grip and pinch strength of the hands
and fingers with objective numerical values (kg). The
strength was measured three times for full grasp strength,
tip pinch strength, lateral pinch strength, and three-jaw
chuck pinch strength, and the average value was calculated.
The SCIM-III was used to confirm the change in the
independence index in ADLs. The SCIM-III is a valid
and reliable outcome measure to address three specific
domains for SCI patients which are self-care (six items,

B
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Fig. 1. (A) ArmeoPower, a rehabilitation exoskeleton that mainly trains proximal upper limb including shoulder, elbow, and wrist. (B) The patient training proximal upper limb with ArmeoPower.
www.e-arm.org
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scores 0–20), respiration and sphincter management (four
items, scores 0–40), and mobility (nine items, scores
0–40). Total SCIM-III scores range from 0–100; higher
scores are indicative of more independence [29,30].
We checked only changes in detailed items of the selfcare domain related to upper limbs including feeding,
bathing-upper, bathing-lower, dressing-upper, dressinglower, and grooming. The scores of each item range from
0–3 or 0–4.
Intervention protocol
After the pretest, the participants were randomly assigned to the RT group or OT group using block randomisation which was generated using a computer program.
We decided to treat the more affected side with lower initial MMT scores, right or left, because the more affected
side was thought to have more potential to change after
the intervention.
The RT group received, in addition to conventional OT,
a combined upper limb RT using both ArmeoPower (Hocoma Inc., Volketswil, Switzerland), which trains the entire upper arm including shoulder, elbow, and wrist and
Amadeo (Tyromotion Inc., Graz, Austria), which trains
the hand. Training was proceeded in a proximal-to-distal
sequence: ArmeoPower 20 minutes and Amadeo 20 minutes. ArmeoPower can induce or assist the movement of
the patient by expanding or narrowing the ROM according to the patient’s therapeutic purpose (Fig. 1). This robot includes 21 games, which can be categorized according to therapeutic purposes and joints. Each game can be
adjusted by difficulty level (3 steps), progress time (2-5
min), and degree of arm support (0%–100%). Amadeo
is a device that can rehabilitate the fingers and hands of
the distal upper limb motor dysfunction patients (Fig. 2).
Amadeo moves the patient’s fingers according to the software defined pattern. The treatment program includes
continuous passive motion (CPM), CPM plus, assistive
therapy, motility, memory, balloon, and fire fighters. The
CPM provides training for ‘simultaneous movement of
thumb and fingers’ and ‘crossing movement of thumb
and fingers’. In CPM plus, as extended version of CPM,
biofeedback is offered in addition. Biofeedback was offered by expressing the recorded finger’s power during
flexion and extension exercises in the form of a smile,
thereby helping motivate the patient to focus on their
motion. In assistive therapy, the robot will help the pa-
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tient to do the flexion and extension actions to the end,
when the side of the finger the patient is moving no longer moves. Other Amadeo programs provide training for
finger flexion and extension. In RT, the therapist choses
different programs with individualized settings to train
specific areas where patients had prior difficulties in regards to movements or to strengthen relatively weak upper limb muscles.
The OT group received conventional OT in a proximalto-distal treatment sequence in a manner similar to the
RT group by well trained, experienced occupational therapists. The therapy was individualized to patients and focused on relatively weak muscles and clumsy movement
based on the pretest. Task-oriented strengthening and
fine motor training were included in the therapy, but the
ADL training was not included. For some patients, visual
feedback with a mirror was provided during the timeframe of the repetition of movement. During conventional OT, the therapist provided minimal assistance to
induce voluntary movement in the participant as much
as possible. When training the proximal upper limb, the
therapist instructed patients to hold something or make a
fist for simultaneous volition of the distal muscles.
The participants performed a total of 15 intervention
sessions at an intensity of 40 minutes per session, 1 session per day, 3 days a week, for 5 weeks in both groups.
The intervention ran parallel to the daily inpatient rehabilitation program, which included 30 minutes conven-

A

B

Fig. 2. (A) Amadeo, a rehabilitation exoskeleton that
trains distal upper limb including hand and fingers. (B)
The patient training distal upper limb with Amadeo.
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tional OT once daily. Before and after the intervention,
an evaluation was performed in all of the participants.
IRB approval
In March 2017, we underwent approval for this study at
the first regular Institutional Review Board (IRB) review
conducted in the National Rehabilitation Center (No.
NRC-2017-01-002). The study period was 1 year after deliberation from March 8, 2017 to March 7, 2018.
Statistical analyses
Descriptive statistical analysis was performed for the
general demographics of the study subjects. For an evaluation of the noted changes in the outcome measures before and after intervention, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was employed to compare scores of GRASSP strength,
sensation, and prehension, UEMS, grip/pinch strength,
and SCIM-III. The Kruskal-Wallis test was employed to
compare between the two groups. All statistical analysis
was conducted by the Korean version of Windows SPSS
20.0 (IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY, USA). The level of statistical
significance was defined as p<0.05.

RESULTS
The patients were recruited after IRB approval in March

2017. A total of 43 patients were screened by December
2017, but 5 patients were excluded due to aggravation of
a pressure sore, refusal to participate for personal reasons, shoulder pain, and declined medical condition.
Thirty-eight of 43 patients were evaluated in advance and
randomly assigned into the RT group (n=22) or OT group
(n=16). Five patients in the RT group and three patients
in the OT group dropped out due to early discharge, refusal to participate in the middle of the intervention, and
declined medical condition. Finally, 17 patients in the
RT group (14 men; mean age, 47 years; mean post-SCI, 7
months) and 13 patients in the OT group (10 men; mean
age, 53 years; mean post-SCI, 7 months) completed all
intervention sessions and underwent the post-test (Fig.
3). In both groups, AIS-D was noted as the most frequent
AIS. Additionally, the general demographics of the two
groups are demonstrated in Table 1.
Primary outcome measure (GRASSP)
There were statistically significant increases in the total
GRASSP-strength scores in both groups with different
results in each muscle. The RT group showed significant
improvements in MMT scores of shoulder abduction, elbow flexion, elbow extension, and 2-5th metacarpophalangeal (MP) extension. On the other hand, the OT group
showed significant improvements in shoulder abduction,

Fig. 3. Flow chart of subject recruitment. RT, combining upper limb robotic therapy with conventional occupational
therapy; OT, only conventional occupational therapy.
www.e-arm.org
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Table 1. General demographics of the study subjects
Demographic factors RT (n=17) OT (n=13)
Sex
Male
14
10
Female
3
3
Age (yr)
47.23±14.01 53.00±13.50
Disease duration (mo) 7.53±6.51
7.62±5.22
AIS grade
AIS-A
3
0
AIS-B
2
2
AIS-C
4
3
AIS-D
8
8
Neurological level
of injury
C2
0
1
C3
1
5
C4
5
4
C5
4
0
C6
3
2
C7
4
1
C8
0
0

p-value
1.000

0.198
0.773

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
RT, combining upper limb robotic therapy with conventional occupational therapy; OT, only conventional occupational therapy; AIS, American Spinal Injury Association
impairment scale.

wrist extension, and 5th finger abduction (Table 2). There
was no significant difference between the two groups.
There were also different results in the changes of function of the intervened upper limb as measured by the
prehension domain in GRASSP. The RT group had significant improvements in cylindrical grasp, lateral key
pinch, and total in qualitative prehension, as well as ‘pick
up four coins & place in slot’ in quantitative prehension.
Whereas the OT group had significant improvements in
total score of quantitative prehension after the intervention. When comparing the two groups, no significant difference was observed (Table 3).
In GRASSP-sensation, there was no significant change
after the intervention.
Secondary outcome measures
The UEMSs of both groups were increased significantly
after intervention, which were the same as the changes in
the GRASSP-strength assessment (Supplementary Table
S2).
In the meantime, the RT group had no significant improvements in grip strength measured by a hand-held
dynamometer. On the other hand, the OT group showed
significant improvement in grip strength of the tip pinch
and three-jaw chuck items (Table 4). There was no sig-

Table 2. Changes in GRASSP-strength scores after intervention
RT (n=17)
Pre
Post
Shoulder abduction
2.82±1.42
3.41±1.66
Elbow flexion
3.29±1.64
3.76±1.85
Elbow extension
3.29±1.49
3.70±1.61
Wrist extension
3.47±1.46
3.88±1.36
2-5th MP extension
2.41±1.90
3.05±1.88
Thumb rotation
2.29±1.68
2.58±1.97
Thumb flexion
2.47±1.90
2.76±2.10
3rd finger flexion
2.52±1.87
2.64±2.02
5th finger abduction
2.00±1.65
2.17±1.77
2nd finger abduction 2.05±1.71
2.23±1.75
Total
26.64±13.52 30.23±15.24

OT (n=13)
p-value
0.026*
0.023*
0.035*
0.088
0.005*
0.096
0.059
0.317
0.257
0.180
0.003*

Pre
Post
3.30±1.49
3.76±1.64
4.15±1.28
4.23±.23
3.76±1.42
4.15±1.21
3.38±1.66
3.84±1.46
3.30±1.18
3.53±1.26
3.07±1.03
3.46±1.39
3.30±1.60
3.61±1.26
2.84±1.67
3.07±1.89
2.15±1.46
2.53±1.56
2.53±1.39
2.84±1.46
31.84±12.62 35.07±12.86

p-value
0.034*
0.317
0.157
0.034*
0.317
0.096
0.206
0.180
0.025*
0.206
0.012*

Between group
differences
p-value
0.942
0.074
0.638
0.822
0.245
0.872
0.981
0.532
0.202
0.298
1.000

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
GRASSP, Graded and Redefined Assessment of Strength, Sensibility and Prehension; RT, combining upper limb robotic therapy with conventional occupational therapy; OT, only conventional occupational therapy; MP, metacarpophalangeal.
*p<0.05 by Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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Table 3. Changes in GRASSP-prehension scores after intervention

Pre
1.88±1.65
2.05±1.71
2.29±1.89
6.23±5.14
2.47±2.18
2.47±2.06
2.88±2.02

Post
2.17±1.74
2.35±1.93
2.35±1.93
6.88±5.54
2.35±2.31
2.76±1.92
2.88±2.02

p-value
0.025*
0.025*
0.317
0.015*
0.705
0.180
1.000

Pre
2.23±1.53
2.38±1.38
2.61±1.66
7.23±4.41
2.69±2.13
3.15±1.95
3.15±1.95

Post
2.46±1.50
2.46±1.61
2.69±1.60
7.61±4.62
3.30±2.01
3.30±2.01
3.23±2.08

p-value
0.670
0.943
0.916
0.833
0.063
0.157
0.655

Between group
differences
p-value
0.888
0.415
0.821
0.653
0.085
0.887
0.697

2.23±2.01
2.23±2.10

2.47±2.00
2.70±2.14

0.257
0.021*

2.84±2.15
2.84±1.90

3.15±1.95
3.07±1.97

0.257
0.180

0.829
0.193

0.102
0.027*

0.534
0.861

RT (n=17)
Cylindrical grasp
Lateral key pinch
Tip to tip pinch
Qualitative total
Poor water from a bottle
Open jars
Transfer 9 pegs board
to board
Pick up & turn a key
Pick up 4 coins & place
in slot
Screw 4 nuts onto bolts
Quantitative total

1.17±1.59 1.41±1.58
13.47±11.27 14.58±11.39

OT (n=13)

0.194
0.107

1.92±1.80 2.30±1.88
16.61±11.30 18.38±11.57

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
GRASSP, Graded and Redefined Assessment of Strength, Sensibility and Prehension; RT, combining upper limb robotic therapy with conventional occupational therapy; OT, only conventional occupational therapy.
*p<0.05 by Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Table 4. Changes in grip and pinch strength (kg) after intervention
RT (n=17)
Full grasp
Tip pinch
Lateral pinch
Three-jaw chuck

Pre
4.26±4.54
0.91±0.97
2.28±2.32
1.52±1.52

Post
5.26±5.84
0.88±1.02
2.38±2.33
1.55±1.53

OT (n=13)
p-value
0.213
0.798
0.878
0.624

Pre
7.14±7.27
1.36±1.32
2.66±2.04
1.50±1.63

Post
8.50±7.45
1.75±1.67
3.23±2.76
2.47±2.36

p-value
0.139
0.044*
0.107
0.030*

Between group
differences
p-value
0.506
0.212
0.098
0.062

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
RT, combining upper limb robotic therapy with conventional occupational therapy; OT, only conventional occupational therapy.
*p<0.05 by Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
nificant difference in UEMS and grip/pinch strength between the two groups.
In SCIM-III, the RT group showed significant improvements in three items (bathing-upper, dressing-upper,
and grooming), whereas the OT group showed improvements in only one item (dressing-lower). It is noted that
both groups showed significant increase in total score of
SCIM-III. There was a significant difference in one item
score (bathing-upper) between the two groups (Table 5).

DISCUSSION
This study aimed to investigate the effects of combined
upper limb RT in comparison with conventional OT in
patients with subacute tetraplegic SCI, and to develop a
protocol based on these results. After 5 weeks of intervention, both groups demonstrated improvements in
strength and function of the intervened upper limb measured by MMT, grip strength, SCIM-III, and GRASSP as
compared to before the intervention.
Recently, there have been enhanced efforts to restore
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Table 5. Changes in SCIM-III scores after intervention
RT (n=17)
Feeding
Bathing-upper
Bathing-lower
Dressing-upper
Dressing-lower
Grooming
Total

Pre
1.52±1.00
0.52±0.87
0.41±0.79
1.00±1.41
0.94±1.19
1.47±1.17
5.88±5.34

Post
1.82±1.13
1.00±1.00
0.64±1.05
1.70±1.72
1.29±1.64
1.76±1.20
8.23±6.74

OT (n=13)
p-value
0.059
0.011*
0.234
0.028*
0.107
0.025*
0.008*

Pre
1.84±1.06
0.84±1.14
0.38±0.96
1.23±1.58
0.53±1.05
1.84±1.28
6.69±5.80

Post
1.84±1.14
0.92±1.32
0.53±1.05
1.92±1.75
1.07±1.44
1.92±1.75
8.23±6.78

p-value
1.000
0.655
0.317
0.071
0.034*
0.317
0.024*

Between group
differences
p-value
0.214
0.043**
0.799
0.909
0.623
0.147
0.466

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
SCIM-III, Spinal Cord Independence Measurement III; RT, combining upper limb robotic therapy with conventional
occupational therapy; OT, only conventional occupational therapy.
*p<0.05 by Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
**p<0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis test.
upper limb function in quadriplegia patients due to CNS
injury, such as a stroke or SCI. These efforts include
various types of exercise therapy, tendon/nerve transfer
surgery, electrical stimulation, functional electrical stimulation, upper limb RT, and repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation [31-35]. Among these, upper limb RT is
emerging as a promising therapy in CNS injury patients,
chiefly because of its advantage in intensive repetitive
training.
In this sense, it is noted that several types of upper
limb rehabilitative robots have been developed for use
with patients, and there are 6–7 types that are currently
available. Studies on the effectiveness and feasibility of
these robots have been actively carried out as have been
applied for use in brain lesioned patients [12-15,36,37].
Many studies have shown good results on the effectiveness of RT in stroke patients. Klamroth-Marganska et
al. [15] performed a study on an exoskeletal upper limb
RT in chronic patients with stroke; the improvement in
upper limb function evaluated by the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA-UE) in the robot-treated group was statistically larger than the improvements as noted in the
conventional treatment group. The authors suggested
that robots can provide high-intensity training, and a patient cooperative control strategy enabling specific tasks
to be performed by the patient’s voluntary movement can
be of benefit in these cases.
In the RCT on robot-assisted hand therapy by Sale et
al. [13], participants with acute stroke showed improve-
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ments in FMA-UE, Box and Block Test, Motricity Index,
and MRC scales after the use of an upper limb RT; highintensity training was indicated as a major factor in upper
limb function recovery. Also, in other RCT by Takahashi
et al. [14], the hemiplegic participants received upper
limb therapy using a stationary fixed-based, end-effector
arm rehabilitative robot in addition to the use of conventional OT. When compared to the control group that
received conventional OT alone, the experimental group
demonstrated improvements in flexor synergy and proximal upper extremity scores of FMA-UE.
In this study, we combined two robots, which covered
the training of the proximal and distal upper limbs. With
ArmeoPower, we trained shoulder and elbow movement
with or without assistance which could be adjustable to
each patient’s level. Amadeo could train wrist and finger
movement with or without assistance. Passive ROM exercise was possible with both robots in patients with little
or no motor power in corresponding part.
Combined RT in stoke patients was previously reported
by Hesse et al. [38]. In this study, four different endeffector type robots were selected; two robots to train
the shoulder and elbow, one to train the wrist and one
to train the fingers. Significant improvements in the
FMA-UE scores were demonstrated in participants who
received RT plus individual arm therapy, which corresponds with the results of conventional OT in our study.
On the other hand, studies on upper limb RT in SCI patients are still insufficient with controversial results. Also,
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there are few RCTs comparing RT with conventional OT.
Most studies were performed in chronic patients, and
studies that applied more than two combined robotics
are rare. However, there are several studies that showed
positive effects of upper limb RT in SCI. In a case report
by Lu et al. [25], a patient with chronic incomplete tetraplegic SCI showed improvement in grip/pinch strength,
Box and Block Test, and GRASSP score after hand training
using a rehabilitative robot. The authors described that
real-time feedback on the patient’s own motor intention
during the RT helped the CNS to map motion intentions
to the desired finger movements. A study by Francisco et
al. [11] showed improved upper limb function as evaluated by arm and hand function tests (Jebsen-Taylor Hand
Function Test, Action Research Arm Test), strength of upper limb (UEMS, grip/pinch strength), and independence
in ADLs (SCIM-II) after RT in chronic tetraplegic SCI
patients. Highly-repetitive training of the upper limb by
the robot was thought to be critical in the improvement
of strength of the muscles. Cortes et al. [17] also reported
improvements in motor kinematics (aim, smoothness)
after upper limb RT in chronic tetraplegic SCI patients.
The present findings correspond well with prior experimental studies. When looking in detail, the RT group
showed a significant improvement in MMT scores of the
proximal upper limb muscles (shoulder abduction, elbow
flexion, and elbow extension) and the SCIM-III scores
in items related to upper limb function (bathing-upper,
dressing-upper, and grooming). In contrast, changes in
the MMT scores of the proximal upper limb muscles in
the OT group were not distinct, and neither were those of
the SCIM-III scores, except for the dressing-lower. Thus,
we could confirm the different effects of the intervention
between the two groups in the proximal upper limb. It
has been mentioned in previous studies on RT that repetitive and intensive therapy using robotics is effective
in muscle strengthening. In this study, repetitive and intensive proximal muscle training by Armeo was thought
to be very effective in the strengthening of proximal muscles. Furthermore, improvement in proximal muscles
strength can be attributed to the noted improvement in
the ADLs evaluated by SCIM-III, as the items mainly use
the proximal upper limb rather than the distal part.
Changes in the distal upper limb were also noted as different between the two groups. The RT group showed significant improvements in two items of the GRASSP-quali-

tative prehension subscores (cylindrical grasp, lateral key
pinch), as well as the total score which evaluate voluntary
control of wrist and digits when generating three different grasps. On the other hand, there was no significant
changes in the GRASSP-quantitative prehension scores,
which evaluate distal fine motor function with taskspecific items. This is different from the change seen in
the OT group, which showed a significant increase in the
total GRASSP-quantitative prehension score. This result
is in close agreement with a previous study by OrihuelaEspina et al. [39]. In the study, after robot training for
hand motor recovery using Amadeo in subacute stroke
patients, improvements in FMA hand and the Motricity Index were demonstrated. The Amadeo program was
thought to be effective in qualitative prehension training
by enabling the repetitive training of hand flexion and
extension with high-intensity in patients with impaired
hand function at the target of relatively simple prehensive motion in our study. In contrast to the fact that at
the therapist’s discretion, which allows patients to freely
practice complex tasks in a three-dimensional space,
movements in the robot settings are still limited in designated axes and planes with simple motion which can
explain the result of the evaluation. Meanwhile, as in the
stroke population, spinal cord motor circuits undergo
physiological reorganization after SCI, which results in
delayed functional recovery in patients with SCI for several years after injury. Somatosensory stimulation promotes sensorimotor cortical plasticity leading to changes
in motor performance [40]. In the same context, we concluded that tactile sensory stimulation and proprioception feedback during conventional OT might have contributed to restoring some of the motor control functions
of the distal upper limb in the OT group.
Differences in the distal muscle strength were also
noted. There was no significant increase in MMT scores
of distal muscles except for 2-5th MP extension and grip/
pinch strength in the RT group, suggesting that the RT
may be somewhat lacking in improving finger strength.
Currently, Amadeo is able to train individual movements
of fingers only in the motility mode. In most game programs, support was not provided so that patients with
weak distal muscles had difficulties with utilizing this
robotics. This is thought to be an important reason why
the improvement in finger strength was not significant.
The OT group demonstrated improvements in MMT
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scores of wrist extension, 5th finger abduction, grip/
pinch strength measured by dynamometer (tip pinch,
and three-jaw chuck). During conventional OT, the proximal muscle was not just simply moved up and down and
left and right. In addition to these movements, the upper limb was moved with training of the distal muscle
such as simultaneously grabbing an object like a ball. But
when training distal muscles, the upper limb was placed
on the desk and patients were required to focus on only
the distal motion. Therefore, simultaneous training of
the distal part while proximal training increased the total
dose of distal training, which may have been effective in
strengthening of the distal muscles.
The aforementioned results suggest that combined upper limb RT is effective for proximal strengthening and
training of simple prehensive motion of the impaired
upper limb, whereas conventional OT is noted to be effective for the distal strengthening and distal fine motor
function.
All evaluations in the study did not show a significant
difference when comparing the RT and OT group, but
there were significant differences in the items with significant improvement, suggesting that they have different therapeutic effects. By combining these results, it is
recommended to apply RT in proximal muscle strengthening, its associated ADLs, and training for ability to generate grasps. However, if distal fine motor function and
distal muscle strengthening associated with performing a
task is more important, it is conceivable that the conventional OT can be more helpful and appropriate treatment
option as compared to RT.
The study has some limitations. First, the study was performed in a single center with availability of only specific
types of upper limb rehabilitative robots. Second, there
was a difference between the RT and OT group in general
characteristics that would affect the outcome such as AIS,
level of injury, and baseline outcome results, which was
not adjusted in the data for this study due to the small
sample size. Third, acute or subacute SCI patients were
included in the study, and it was difficult to differentiate
changes by RT from those of natural neurological recovery. Fourth, there were consistent principles within the
interventions (RT and OT), but customizing therapy for
each participant resulted in heterogeneity with the difference in number of repetitions, and the presence and type
of feedback, which had confounding potentials and data
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information.
Conventional OT has been recognized as an important treatment for the recovery of upper limb function
in SCI patients. In this study, combined upper limb RT
was proven to be effective in enhancing the strength and
function of both the distal and proximal part of an upper
limb in SCI patients, with relative advantages in developing proximal strengthening in comparison with OT.
Unlike RT, conventional OT showed a considerable effect
on the improvement of fine motor function of the distal
upper limb. In conclusion, by appropriately increasing
or decreasing doses of each treatment options according to the patient’s condition, a combined upper limb RT
and conventional OT can optimize the treatment effect to
enhance recovery of upper limb function in patients with
tetraplegic SCI.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Table S1. The detailed methods of the Graded and Redefined Assessment of Strength, Sensibility, and Prehension
(GRASSP)
Domain
Strength

Sensation

Prehension
Qualitative

Quantitative

Description
Upper limb muscle strength was evaluated by the manual muscle test (MMT) and graded on
a 5-point scale adapted from the Medical Research Council (MRC) scale in 10 muscles of the
upper limb including anterior deltoid, biceps (C5), wrist extensors (C6), triceps and opponens
pollicis (C7), extensor digitorum, 3rd finger flexor and flexor pollicis longus (C8), 5th finger
abductor and first dorsal interossei (T1). Ten grades for each side were summed to render a total
strength subtest score ranging from 0–50 for each upper limb.
Semmes-Weinstein monofilament was tested across three locations of the dorsal and palmar
side (total of six locations on right or left side) around the 1st, 3rd, and 5th fingertips just below
the nailbed for each hand. Scores of each location ranged from 0–4 (no response, 0). Scores of
the three locations for the dorsal and palmar side of each hand were summed respectively and
represented as subtests scores of ‘dorsal sensation’ and ‘palmar sensation’ (score range from
0–12 each).
Qualitative prehension was graded in the ability to generate three grasps including cylindrical
grasp, lateral key pinch, and tip-to-tip pinch. Scores range from 0 to 4 for each grasp, 0
indicating no voluntary control of wrist and digits, 4 indicating voluntary control of the wrist
and digits to generate the grasp. Total scores range from 0–12 for each hand.
Quantitative prehension was tested with six tasks including ‘pour water from a bottle’, ‘open jars’,
‘pick up and turn a key’, ‘transfer nine pegs from board to board’, ‘pick up four coins and place in
slots’, and ‘screw four nuts onto bolts’. Each task is graded from 0–5, 0 indicating the task cannot
be conducted at all and 5 indicating the task is conducted without difficulties using the expected
grasping pattern and unaffected hand function. Total scores ranged from 0–30 for each hand.

Data available from: http://www.grassptest.com.

Table S2. Changes in MMT scores of key muscles and UEMSs after intervention
RT (n=17)
C51
C62
C73
C84
T15
Total (UEMS)

Pre
3.29±1.64
3.47±1.46
3.29±1.49
2.52±1.87
2.00±1.65
14.59±6.49

Post
3.76±1.85
3.88±1.36
3.70±1.61
2.64±2.02
2.17±1.77
16.18±7.25

OT (n=13)
p-value
0.023*
0.088
0.035*
0.317
0.257
0.018*

Pre
4.15±1.28
3.38±1.66
3.76±1.42
2.84±1.67
2.15±1.46
16.31±6.83

Post
4.23±.23
3.84±1.46
4.15±1.21
3.07±1.89
2.53±1.56
17.85±6.81

p-value
0.317
0.034*
0.157
0.180
0.025*
0.010*

Between group
differences
p-value
0.074
0.822
0.638
0.532
0.202
0.966

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
MMT, manual muscle test; UEMS, upper extremity motor score; RT, combining upper limb robotic therapy with conventional occupational therapy; OT, only conventional occupational therapy; C51, elbow flexion; C62, wrist extension;
C73, elbow extension; C84, 3rd finger flexion; T15, 5th finger abduction; and the superscripts indicate key muscle function of corresponding level.
*p<0.05 by Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

